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I believe thct during the Kiddle Ages man had a cltarer
idea of what was worth liviiig — or dying — for, than at
any other time or then they have had since. 1 thiiiK that
they developed the best system politically, of government,
practically b. free monarchy, and the best economic foun-
dation for society that we have had — much better than v/e
have now. We can learn much from the I.iediaeval Ages now
that v/ill help us to get out of the present mess we are in.
I believe their foundation to be sounder than anytning we
have had since. I'm not a Kediaevalist because I love old
things. ] ediaevalist, v/hy, I don't imow that I'm one at
all I Ralph Mams Grain, the Modern Mediaevalist? Laybe
and maybe. Mediaeval llodernistl
Dr Gram
Interview with the authott*
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This country Is justly proud, of its many self-made men.
Of none has it a i,reater reason to be proud than of Ralph Adams
Cram. Born in Hampton Falls, H. on i^^ecemher 16, 1863, the
son of the Reverend V(Jilliam Augustine Cram, a Unitarian minis-
ter, and Sarah Blake Cram, he received his education at Augusta
iViaine; Vi/estford, Mass.; and Exeter, T..-- . When he graduated
from Exeter High School in June, 1581, he had com.nleted all the
formal education he ever received as the family was financially
unable to send him to college.
As a boy. Cram, had shown some ability at drawing and had
had somie instruction. When his father decided that architecture
was to be the boy's career, Ralph willingly accepted his
^^pt>er's advice. Arriving in Boston in January IG&l, he went
into the office of iirthur Roach and George Tilden at 85 Vvater
Street to work and study. Ee found living accomimodations on
Dwight Street where there v/ere many other "guests" living,
most of them students of m.usic, elocution, or architecture.
Several years before this, when living at VVestford, he hi
met and become firm friends with Guy Prescott. The next year,
Guy came to Dwight Street to live and study music. For fifteen
years Cram, and Prescott lived together, moving from Dwight Stree
to Union Park, then to Beacon Hill and eventually to Pinckney
Street, the centre of student life at that time. Possibly
through his association with Prescott and his other student
friends. Cram becar^e interisel-r interested in music .^iifter hxs.

attendance s.t the or-eras ^iven at i^echanlcs Hall, he becarie a
great Vvagner enthusiast and has remained such ever since.
His first literary efforts date back to this period. ITiere
was tall-: of erectinc an apartment house in the triangle in OopleHr
Square in front of Trinity Church. Cram wrote a stirring appeal
to the Boston Transcript in v/hich he called vcoon the -^eo-nle of
Boston not to permit this outrage to the beautiful church.
V'^hether his letter did any good or not, 1 do not know, out the
apartment house was never erected. However, in an edition of
the Transcript several years later, the honor of saving Copley
Square is attributed to him in an article entitled, "Mr. Cram,
saved Conley oouare".
The young man was delighted with his surroundings and his
friends, but he v/as not as well pleased with his work in the
architects' office. He felt that if he ever expected to be a
success in this field that he would have to travel and study
more. The ooportunlty cam^e rather unexnectedly . He entered an
open competition for the design for the Suffolk County Court
House; won second prize and a ;i500 award. He immediately gave
up his T'Osition; m.ade arrangem.ents vi/ith the Transcript to print
his "letters of travel" and set sail for Europe. At last he was
going to see the great churches of Europe and attend the Wagner
Festival that was to be given at Bayreuth that season, -uurirg
this first trip abroad, he was convinced of the superiority of
the buildings of the Middle Ages. Prom this conviction, growing
stronger with the years, he has never wavered.

After several rronths of travel , returned to Boston with-
out rrone^-^ or a -nositlon. -be soon found, work, but In a nev/
fielo-. .^ifter a visit to the Fre-Haphaelite exhibition at the
old Art i.-useum in Copley Square, he v/as so impressed that be
again wrote to the Transcript in his - ost colorful style. l->e
says now, "i have never dared to turn back into the files of
the Transcript, searching out the issues for - I think - the
years eightj-five and eighty-six. I fear the worst." (l) But
the Transcript must have appreciated his work for he v/as offer-
ed and accepted the position of art critic on the staff, a
position which he held the next tv/o years. abandoning the
thought of architecture he definitel^^- decided to go into jour-
nalism. He claims that his experience ss a newspaper man was
very valuable to him. It gave him.- the opportunity to meet
many great personages and to form some lasting friendships.
His next or-oortunity to see i.urope camie through an offer
from a man who wanted a tutor for his young son while they
were abroad. Though, Cram, says, he was not a very good tutor
and the arrangement was not to the liking of any of the party,
he made the best of it, for he was seeing Rome for the first
t im^e
.
Two years earlier, when at i\ssisi, he had been stirred
'bj a reverence for the religion of the past. Now, in Rome,
he met T. Henry Randall, a student of architecture, who v/as an
ardent Episcopalian. Together they visited the fine old
churches, and viewed with sorrow the wreckage of art at the
(l) "My Life In Architecture" - Ralph Adam.s Cram - P. 11
I
4tiire of the Kef orrns tion, and the horrible srt of the period
that followed. The feeling that the reli^-ion of the hiddle Ages
v/as the true religion grew upon Gram. V^h.en he returned to
boston, he became a iriemlDer of the Church of St. John the Evan-
gelist. But it should he said now, that he firmly believes in
the faith of the past, and ardently hopes for a united Christian
church
.
Cram, becamie more and m^ore dissatisfied with his work as a
tutor, and fina?l^^ severed relations v/ith his patron, to the
relief of both^he says.
He and Randall then set out for Sicily where they studied
old churches and their miosaics. Being especially delighted by
the cathedrals of Palerm.o: and Monreale'- the^r stayed in Sicily
until sTDring and then departed for Venice. Fromi there they re-
turned hom.e . This ended Cram's apprenticeship for he now knev/
that he was to make architecture his profession.
Soon after his return to Boston, in 1886, Cram, again en-
tered into one of those open competitions, so popular at the
time, and so disastrous to good architecture. This was for
designs for add.itions to the State House. Winning the second
av/ard of >;i,1300, he was able to settle his debts which am^ounted
to iblOOO, and set up an office, x^eeling that he needed a prac-
tical -oartner, for he considered that he would be the designing
factor of the firm, he was fortunate in becoming acquainted with
Charles T. Vi/entworth, an excellent draftsman. They went into
business at 1 Park Square. Their office consisted of an eight
by tv^elve room, a high stool, a sma ] ] desk, a cha ir in case

they should have a client, and a vu-hite Boston terrier, narried
Jack.
Their first coirimission was to remodel a tenement house in
brl;-hton for a wholesale liouor warehouse. This was followed
by other v/ork, m.ostly residential. But Cram felt that thej
should get into a new field if they wished to achieve real
success in their business.
He had been so impressed by the fine old churches of the
Middle Ages, that he naturally turned to them for inspiration.
In English Gothic, he felt the solution to his problem lay.
Nothing in Gothic v/orthy of the name had been done since the
style had been so rudely interrupted by the Reformation. True,
there was the so-called Victorian Gothic, but this was far from
the great buildings of thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.
Believing that he could take up Gothic where it had ceased and
carry on as if there had not been a lapse of four hundred years,
he impatiently awaited his opportunity.
The opportunity camie with the commission to build All
Saints Church in Ashmont . This little church, gaining immed-
iate approval, was followed by three others: Christ Church,
Kyde Park, Swedenborgian Church in Newtonville, and St. Paul's
in Brockton. Trying out his theories in these churches and
others he has continued through the years, discarding somie
features, adopting others, and creating a style of his own. In
this he was ably assisted by Bertram. Goodhue.
Cram, first mjet Goodhue in 1S90, soon after be and "'•A'entworth
1(
opened their office in Park Square. Goodhue, at that time
was a draftsman in the office of James Renwick. Having enter-
ed a competition for the building of a cathedral in Dallas,
Texas, G-oodhue had won the competition. I^esirinc to ally
himself with a young and progressive firm, he came to Cram and
Wentworth with his plans. As 8 result of the interview Good-
hue was engaged as a draftsman and given the chance to carry
out his great plans. Although the cathedral v/as never built,
at least not by Goodhue, he stayed on in the office and became
so valuable to Cram that all their work for the next few years
is the result of their combined efforts. Cram taking the de-
signing, and Goodhue, the decorative details, both interior
and exterior. Ihe reason for this division of the work was
that Cram was interested almost wholly in the organism of a
structure and lacked im-agination and patience required for
decoration. Goodhue, on the other hand, had a gift for de-
corative detail that seemed alm^ost uncanny, and Cram, there-
fore, found him. the perfect collaborator. Other gifts Good-
hue possessed also, and not the least of these, was his ability
to inspire others with his great vitality and enthusiasm.
Vi/ith success in his business and Goodhue for a delightful
friend and companion, life was very agreeable for Ralph Adams
Gram in the years from 1890 to 1900. It was a period of high
adventure and. great personalities. As one addicted to hero
worship. Gram, naturally , v/as intensely interested in the life
work of Swinburne, Stevenson, Kipling, Rosetti, de T/eupausant
,

IjViagner, 'bernharcit and the ^reat architects, : ci-in;, in this
! country, and Bodley and Seddlno; in England.
1
OrouDS of ''oun,"- iren and v/orren, arch itect s , ^ainters, scul
tors, musicians, ana v^rj.ters iori;.eu. various Cxuus c no. a6eoci&
;tions. The members of two of these, the Pewter Mugs and the
jVisionists, of which Goodhue seerris to have been the guiding
spirit, were orar's constant associates. ±n tneir club rooms




! v.ith the erowth of business it seemed v;ise to have a
i larger office, and the firm, now Crami, \^entworth, and Goodhue
i
moved to 53 State Street. The death of V^entworth in 1899
I
w^as a great loss to the firm. Soon after his death, Ferguson
a draftsman, becam.e a member of the firm and carried on the
v/ork formerly done by Vv'entworth. 'The name of the company \.t.t
changed to Cram., Goodhue, and Ferguson.
About this tim.e it seemed possible that the firm might
l^et a contract to erect ^overnm.ent buildings in «japan. v.ith
j
carefully drawn plans Uram set sail for Tok^^o. As far as the
business was concerned, this failed to m.ater ialize , but Cram,
learned a great deal aoout Japanese art and later published,
"Japanese Architecture and the Allied Arts", as a result of
this trip. In >^te autobiography, he especially recomj'iends
the chapter "A Colour-print of Yeizan". (l)
YjTrien he married in 1900 he went to Itelv on his weddine"
(1) "'' 1^^- "r r-fV ^ t^cture " - . . - p. TOO

trip, ooon after his return -Trom Italy he was invited with nine
i
otr er^' to ^^pteT-- '--to ti^e V.est Point c ornr-, e t i t i on . TViere hprl j
j
been n-ucn aiscussit>n as to the style of ti.e new i/.est roint
j
bnildinss. The older buildin^^s were •r'Tothic, but the later ones!
were Classic, havinr been built b- roKiTT-. There were those who'
wished to continue the Classic stvle, and others who v^ishea to i
disregard those few modern buildings and go back to the older '
Oothic. As a result of this argu^iient, firiris representing each:
style were asked to subir.it designs. Great v/as the rejoicing
j
when, after vnanj weeks of anxious v/aiting, Cram, . Goodhue , and
Ferguson were awarded the commission. The contract called for
an office and a m-ember of the firm near the v;ork. Cram: had no
desire to leave Boston but Goodhue v;as pleased to open a New
vor>; of ice. The work at V^est Point was carried out through
both offices, Cram, designing the Post Headquarters and the Rid-
In^'- Tell; Goodhue, the ChaDel and two Cadet Bsrracks. The other
buildings were the v;ork of the tv;o men working together as in
their earlier work. Several other buildings were designed but
mover erected.
Though the associations at the Point were very agreeable,
there arose somie difficulty in collecting the fees for their ser
vices. Ud to the present time the government has never settled
the account. Crami remembers now that at the time he was rejoic-^
ing over the accentance of his plans, there were those who said,;
i"-ewsre", to him. .--t that time he felt no fear of trouble.
' Ctf.l: was appointed supervising architect of Princeton
Lniversity in 1909. which office he held for twentv-one years.

9He says these were the most fruitful years of his life due to
the great personages he met there. T'/O of the greatest of
these were 'T-rover Cleveland and Woodrow Vfilson,
At Princeton he personally designed Campbell Hall and
the Chapel. The Graduate College, he says, gave his firm its
greatest opportunity to work out its ideas in Collegiate
Gothic. The decorative details, interior and exterior, are th(:
work of "^rank Cleveland who had now become a member of the fin:.
In 1914 Cram became heed of the architectural department
of Massachusetts Institute of TechnolOiCfy and at the same
time, chairman of the nev/ly organized Boston City Planning
Board. He held these two positions for seven years, but at
that time, 1921, his firm v;as receiving so many comjnissions
that he found it necessary to resign both positions.
Probably the most important piece of work of the
Planning Board in those years, was the construction of Stuart
Street
.
He was director of the Pageant for the celebration of
the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of Massachusetts In-
stitute of "T^echnology and the opening of the nev; buildings on
the Cambridge side of the river in 1916. While at Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology he wrote "The Substance of
Crothic."
For years now, the offices had been growing farther and
farther apart, ''^'rank Cleveland had taken over Goodhue *s part
of the work in the Boston office. An agreement existed be-
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tween Gram and Goodhue that Gram would handle all v/ork in and
near Boston and all v/ork that came directly to the Boston
office, as did the commission for the completion of the
Gathedral of St. John the Divine, while Goodhue had charge of
all other Nev- York work. There was little consultation betv/een
the offices. Cram's vvork went more and more tov/ard Continenta].
Gothic, and Goodhue's along more vivid and original lines
ending,-after his withdrawal from the firm,- in his masterpiece,
the State Capitol of Nebraska.
From 1900 on Gram had made trips to Europe nearly every
year until these were interrupted by the war. During these
early years he had done some v/riting. His best knov/n writings
of these times are "Euined Abbeys of Great Pritain, ^'"The Gothic
c:uest,'* and "Church Building."
During the years of the war, he v/rote "The Heart of
^rope," "T.'alled Towns" and several other books and articles.
In 1919 the yearly pilgrimages began again. In 1920, he
went to Spain for the first time, and there new wonders were
shown him. He considers that Seville Gathedral has the
noblest interior of all Gothic churches. (1)
m all the years, he has faithfully adhered to the ideals;
laid out very early in his life: to erect buildings, not
copies of the old, but new and vitc.l structures, filling the
needs of this modern civilization, but founded on the sound
principles of the j'iddle Ages. It is true that he has aban-
(1) "HTy Life in Architecture" - R.A.G. - P. 140
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doned the Gothic style, which he prefers to all others, v/hen
the need has arisen, as in the Library for the University of
Southern California and at ^ice Institute.
Recently, he has departed still further from tradition
and has erected a skyscraper, the Federal Building in Boston,
hut even in this, he has adhered to sound principles ejnd
historic background for inspiration.
Although Dr. Cram has done so much work, he has had time
for many other things, also. Most of his life, since his mar-
riage, has been lived at 52 Chestnut Street. He and his
family have many friends and take an active part in the social
life of the city. His wife, in 1906, started the idea of the
Carol Singers on the Hill on Christmas Eve. (1) Some t.venty-
five years ago, he acquired, in Sudbury, a hundred acre farm
on which several old buildings were standing. This has been
the summer home of the family ever since. He is very proud of
his farm, "Whitehall, and especially of the Chapel of St.
Elizabeth, which has been built by himself and the family.
Today he is one of the most important figures in the cul-
tured class of this country with a long list of vivid and gloW'
ing books, magazine articles, and lectures to his credit. To
him should be given greater credit than to any other American
for a revival of interest in Mediaevalism, its faith, worship,
guilds, architecture, and the minor arts. He ?;ears a Phi Beta
Kappa key and has receive! degrees of Doctor of Letters from
Princeton and Doctor of Lavjs from Yale. Ke is a Fellow of the
(1) "My Life in Architecture^^ - R.A.G. - F. 221

American Acsjdeny of Arts end Sciences, a member of the
Ajnerican itnstitute of Arts and Letters, of the LlediaevaJ.
Acadeny of Anierice, of the American Federation of Arts, £Jid
of the Architectural Associe.tion of London. He has been
president of the Boston Society of ij?chitects, and Honorary
Corresponding Ivlember of the Royal Institute of British
Architects.

ACEIEVE1V.ENTS IN THE FIELD
OP
ARCHITECTURE
In 1881, v;hen Ralph. Adairis Cram came to Boston, there were
fev/ buildings in the city worthy of notice. True, there were
the old State House, Fanueil Hall, Park Street T.ieeting House,
City Hall, Technology Building on Boylston street, and a few
residences on Arlington and Beacon Streets. These fev/ build-
ings were Fore than most northern cities could offer of good
architecture, ?nowever.
The architecture of this country had not been really bad
up to about 1830. From 1830 for the next fifty je&rrs, there
was onl77 occasionally a structure that was even passably good.
It was a period of Victorian Gothic churches, Italian villas,
Swiss chalets, and many other styles that did not belong in
Puritan Hev/ England, or for that m.atter, anywhere in this coun-
try.
The Gothic revival really began in the United States in the
early nineteenth century. Not very good Gothic, but nevertheles
it was Gothic. In 1657, the American Institute of Architects
was founded, and M. I. T. and Uolumbia "university organized
classes for the study of architecture. Lore and more pupils
began to go to the Ecole des Beaux Arts to study. A beginning
was m.ade
.
This noble beginning was rather rudely interrupted by Her:-
Hobson Richardson and his Romanesque style. The com.pletion of
Trinity Church in Boston was a bold and successful challenge to
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the '^Tothic style. His work vas entlmjEiastically received. It
mattered not that the style v/as not suitable to our northern
clinjate and Anglo-Saxon people. Kere was a man who erected
"buildings with force, truth, and "beauty. As might "be expected,
a rage for Romanesque swept the country, and continued until the
untimely death of the great miaster of Romanesque in 1886. Since
there were none capable of carrying on his fine work, the Rom.an-
esque that f ollov;ed Richardson' s death has little to recomjiiend
it.
V'ihen Cram and his partner, Wentworth, opened their office
in Park Square, they determined to take up English Gothic where
it had been interrupted by the Reformation, and to develop it
froFi that point, mkking it suitable and serviceable to American
needs of today. 'Phis resolve the firm has adhered to conecien-
tio^^sly ever since. It has, however. Included forms from rrsnce.
Spain and other iiuropean countries in its buildings. ihe firm
never copies nor does it hesitate to change a style if the old
can be improved upon. A -cod example of this is found in St.
l"hom.as's Church wrhere txie lot v.'as very smiall and the seating
capacity had to be so great, that it seemed advisable to have
the nave, not in the centre of the church, but to one side.
This was done and St. Thomas's is judged one of the finest
churches in the country.
Dr. Cram's part in the firm has alv/a^rs been to suDply the
historical forms and define the spirit of the building. Goodhue
has supplied the modern elem.ent and the beautiful detail, both

interior and exterior. After Goodhue's v/ithdrawal from the
firm, Ferguson, and after his death, Frank Cleve land _^ took over
this part of the work.
The firm has consistantly refused to have anything to do
with "modernistic" building. Dr. Gram says that architecture
Is of two kinds recent and old. In the first class come the
"buildings that are needed because of our modern civilization,
such as commercial and government buildings. In the second
group are religious and educational buildings. These had their
beginnings in the dim past, going back into Greece and Egypt.
"iV-odernism" has no place in this kind of architecture. Dr.
Cram makes a distinction between "miodernistic " and "modern".
Ee says that, though theoretically he does not approve of the
skyscraper it is the perfect outward form, of the new architec-
ture. 'There is, therefore, a place for these "modern" struc-
tures. The Boston Federal Building is a "m-odern" building by
Cram. (l)
Gothic is an excellent form of architecture to v/ork with
because of its great variety. It is the product of several
races and nations living in different climates. But it has
comii'on characteristics and impulses and a spirit that is recog-
nized by all Christian people. It has no fixed details and
forms, because it cam.e into being in m.any places at about the
same time and there v/as little communication at that tim.e. It
v/as the great surge of religious feeling that spread over
(1) I'ew York Tim.es - Feb. o, 1928 - article bv R. A. Cram.
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Europe that made Gothic, and it is that same spirit that has
to be in a church to-day to m.alce it truly Gothic, -ur. Cram
has that ability to inculcate this spirit in his churches.
It is this ability to keep the spirit of old end adapt his
church to m.odern needs that makes i>r . Cram the greatest archi-
tect of m.odern church building.
Certain traits are comTnon to all of lit. Cram's work. The
miost predominant one is the Iv.ediaeval spirit with which he
endows his buildings. There are, of course, a fev/ buildings
in which the mediaeval has no place, but this is not true of
the greater part of his v;ork. All structures of his are organ-
ically true. He has no patience with sham. In his churches
and college buildings, there is a fine lofty quality such as is
found in the best churches of Europe of the Middle Ages.
He has said that no building can be tvvJij beautiful without
beautiful fittings. vVhen he first started to build churches, he
had great difficulty in finding com.petent craftsm.en. However,
he was m.ost fortunate in meeting I. Klrchm.ayer, a native of
Oberamm.ergau where he had lived and learned the trade of wood-
carving. Klrchm.ayer, a mian of great skill and creative ability,
has just recently designed the great central portal of the New
York Cathedral, (l) Another genius discovered was Henry Vvllson,
also a scvlr)tov , He completed the bronze doors of the Church of
the H^oly Trinity just before his death.
(1) ":.:y Life in Architecture" - F. 187
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otaj.ned ^lass had. be.en a lost art, but C-tto ..xeinegke took
up the work. Eis son carried on the good work and then the
master of them all, CI arles J. Connick started to make stained
glass. Ee has reached the perfection of the old masters. ihe
glass for St. John the I/ivine, somie of which Connick has m.ade,
is, according to the critics, superb, (l)
George Hallowell, ver^'^ young at the time, did the altar-
Diece for All Saints Church in Ashm.ont . His work received
m.u.ch praise and he continued doing religious pieces during the
rest of his life. (2)
In the past years, great interest has been revived in re-
ligious sculpture, glass, painting, and all other crafts reHated
to church building.
Eonest construction, sensitive understanding of the ?"'-^:'rit
of the structure, and superior craftsmianship in decorative re-
tail and fittings are to be found in all of Dr. Cram.' s build-
ings, whether they be church, college, or governm.ent edifice.
In "The Story of St. Thomas' Church" by H. I.. Rottomiley, (3
the author tells the story of the burning of the old church and
the erecting of the new building. Old St. Thomas's Church burnei
in August, 1905, while the church was closed for the summer. It
v/as obvious that a church must be ready to receive the congrega-
tion that would return to the city in the fall. The pastor,
Lir. Ernest M, Stires who was confronted by this problem, succeed-
(1) ").-^ Life in Architecture" - P. 192
(2) " " " - P. 195
(5) Architectural Eecord - -eb. 1914 - . j. . bottomley

ed in the next six weeks in having a temporary building erected
to house the 15,000 people.
Soon ten of the best cburch architects of the country v;ere
invited to submit plans for the new church which should be
Gothic. Gothic was chosen because it was felt that that style
best expresses what a great Christian Church should be.
The plans of Cram, C-oodhue and Ferguson^ which showed great
versatility and understanding of Gothic, were chosen. I'iaking
plans for such a building presented a very difficult problem^ for
the architects were faced by questions never dreamed of by Ked-
iaeval builders. In the first place^ because the church v/as to
stand in the centre of a great city, it would be impossible to
imipress the Dublic by the size of the building. In olden times
the church with its great spire towering above the v/hole tovm
v/as the dominant feature of the landscape. To have built the
spire of St. Thomas's Church high enough to compete with the
Metropolitan building it would have had to be tv/ice as tall
as the spire of Amiens. This, modern church's only hope of
superiorit^T- would have to be in design. Another difficulty was
in the very small lot on which a church, to seat 15,000 people
so that all could hear and see, had to be built. There also had
to be provision for parochial organizations. At first the rec-
tory was included in the plans, but later this was changed and
the house next door, number 5 Vvest Fifty-third Street was pur-
chased for the rectory.
The construction had to be carried on while the congrega-
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tion occupied tl^e teiriporary iDuilCLing on the same site, iiowever,
since there Vi'^ere no services during the suminer a great deal of
the v/ork v/as done at that time. In three years the great build-
ing was finished and dedicated in October 1909.
A buildin?2- fund of one million dollars had been raised.
'The enthusiasm of the people, rich and poor, i:.piscopal and i on-
Episcopal, for the building of cSt. 'ihomas's Church had equaled
that of iiediaeval tim.es, when all the "oeonle had dragged stones
to go into tr.eir great church; and the church equals in apirit
and beauty the great Gothic churches of the J/iiddle Ages. Mr.
Bottorr.ley said in his article that the church is as vital as if
the style were but growing in our midst.
The combired efforts of Cram and Goodhue reached their
highest -state of perfection in St. Thomas's church which is the
last work they did together. The plans are wholly Cram's and
the detail, both interior and exterior, those of Bertram
Goodhue
.
E.L. Bottomley said in the article previously mentioned,
"An architectural style like any other perfect fruit may grow
very dry indeed in seven hundred years. In the case of St.
Thom-as's, however, the architects took a fresh unfettered view
of the -oroblem before them. They knew their Gothic so well,
it was so m.uch a part of their thinking and their feeling, that
they could let precedent fly to the winds, and from, their ovm
reason ana artistic sense design a church that was true to the
best Gothic in every detail without being a copy of anything

anyv/here. They, too, were v/orking for enthusiasts who were
sati'sf^'ed v.'ith nothT.n^; short of perfection, and consequently/
they workea for all that was in them." (l)
On the front of the church facing Fifth Avenue, the ela-
borate design is rightly concentrated. The facade is about
ecuall^T" divided betv/een the tower and the splendid main portal,
a portal somewhat like Am_iens in" design and treatm.ent. This
ortal, the dominant note in the facade, compels the attention
of the passerby. Above the doorway is the beautiful rose win-
dow, the equal of which is hard to find even in the old world.
I'^^e tower, in sharp contrast with the doorway, is massive and
plain at the base, lightened only by two long windows v/hen it
reaches the level of the rose window. 'There is no decoration
except above the roof line of the nave.
St. Thomias's m.akes no attempt to challenge its neighbors
by its height. It gains interest and admiration by its grace
and charm, and by its very beautiful turrets, of which there are
four ' of unequal m.easurements .
Again I quote from. H.L. Pottom.ley. "The whole exterior is
massive and varied in silhouette and extremely fine in propor-
tion. The plain base of the tower, the severe simplicity of the
buttresses and the flat wall of the Parish HouLse are cleverly
offset by the exquisite lace work of the carving and the picture
sque turrets that soften the building against the sky, as v^ell
as by the rem^arkably lovely rose window and the splendid
" (1)aoorway
.
(l) Architectural record - ?eb . 1914 - rl.T.. 'r,ntto-tr,i ^.y
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There are niches in the facade which it is hoped will some
day hold statues.
The South Portal, on u^ifty- third Street, has been left
plain. 'Ihe design is lovely, hut the south side needs elabora-
tion and lightness. I'he charming^ tovv^er at the angle of the
Parish House is an insufficient contrast to the vgt- -lain and
rrassive side of the church. The interest is nov/ centered on
the Vvest side v/hich is unfair to the church as s whole, for the
ocutl'j side can be as lovely as the main entrance when the decor-
ative detail has been added.
The unique design of the facade is due to the plan devised
to meet the unusual demands and conditions of the interior. The
floor plan was small but seats for 15,000 people were necessary.
The nave is very wide, for this m.akes it possible for a greater
number of seats to be within view of the chancel. Because of
the great width of the nave it had to be correspondingly high.
The Forth side of the church had to be a blank wall, and could
not be pierced with windows, so the nave vyas placed to the north
and directly in line with the m.ain portal. Ihere is a v/ide
aisle to the south and abo-ve this a gallery that seats over
three hundred people.
In the loggia on the Fifty-third Street side, one of the
m:Ost charming features of the church, one finds m^assive piers,
powerful ribs, and a wonderful play of light and shadow. Ihie
m.ouldings here are especially worthy of notice.
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The exterior is of white bSlitic lime stone from Bowling
Green, Kentucky. xt varies from a warm gray to v/hite, and the
longer it is exposed to elements, the stronger, finer, and
whiter, it becomes. The stone used in the interior is a rich
yellowish stone from iSouth Carrollton, i.ventucky.
The wide and lofty nave with its straight long ribs rising
from the pavement and soaring heavenv/ard, gives a fine s"oirit-
ual quality to the church. Here is absolute truth and sincer-
ity in construction. 'Ihere is no sham or pretence in the whole
building, and in this 3t. Tl'iomas's is true to the best Gothic
of France. The vault, ribs, and arches all honestly do the
work that they seem to do. The spaces in the vaulting are
filled with tiles instead of stone as of old. Tois v^ras done
out of regard for the acoustic ororerties of the church. These
tiles were especially made for the church and absorb sound
rather than echo it. The one great difference in this church
and the old churches is in the roof. Wooden roofs of Gothic
churches v^ere their m.ain defect, for they were neither per-
manent nor fire-proof. St. T'romas's has & slate roof and steel
beam.s, miaking it fire-proof throughout.
There is no transept or triumphal arch to m.ark the chancel,
the term.ination of which is square as in English churches. The
nave seems very long because of the sim.ple treatment of the




The figured plaster ceiling in the clergy sacristy has a
certral decoration of the seal of St. 'Thomas, patron saint of
architecture. This ceiling vvas Drought from England because
et that time no one in this country could creete such a ceil-
ing.
Som.e critics think that St. Thomas's Church is the suprem-e
achieverr'ent of Jr. Cram, (l) it is vdthout douht one of the
finest churches in the new or old world. It has raised the
standard of all crafts in every branch of church building.
Every detail has been carefully studied and designed from
the symibolic as well as from, the artistic point of view. It
is said that the Church of St. Ih.omas is as good Gothic as
Am.iens; no higher praise can be given it. (l)
The work of Cram and Ferguson is quiet and 3n good taste.
An understanding seems to exist betv/een the architects and the
craftsmen. Nowhere is this relationshin seen, more clearly
than in Calvary Church, Pittsburg. There v/e see the finest
work of woodcarvers, stone masons, and all other craftsm.en.
The interior is very plan, but the fittings, elaborate. The
rood screen, the alter, and the pulpit are beautifully and
elaborately carved. The glass probably surpassed any stained
glass in this country at the time it v/as m.ade. The sharp con-
trast betv/een the severe interior of the church and the
rich decorations of the fittings is especially pleasing.
(l) Architectural Record - February 1914 - 'The otory
of St. Thomas' Church - H.L. Bottomley
•i
The exterior of Calvary is somewhat English, in feeling
with its square East end, lancet windows, and central tower.
The fac&ce is considered one of the best in the country. There
is a lofty nave, beautiful and inspiring, and great and powerful
biittresses , but the crowning feature is the ST:ired tower, which
is visible only above the eaves. The transition from tov;er to
spire is especially well done, and Montgomery Schuyler says
there is no better spire, old or new, to be found, (l) This
tower is not a copjr, as Dr. Cram has explained, but his explan-
ation is really unnecessary, for no cop^r could ever possess
the life and vitality of this one. It is the v/ork of a m_an
who knov^s his Gothic as he knows his m.other tongue and uses it
as freely,
Tb.e creation of i^ast Liberty Presbyterian Church in Pitts-
burgh, Penns^rlvania, was a commission destined to bring great
joy to an architect's life. Here no expense or time were to
be denied the architect. Usually v^hen a very large and expen-
sive church is to be built, it is erected piece-meal or funds
run lov;, and the furnishings have to be left to a later date,
or worse still, inferior furnishings are used. At jiast Liberty
there were sufficient f^mds to have the ideals of the architects
carried out in the minutest details.
The donors were as anxious to have a perfect creation as
were the architects, Crami and Ferguson. The finest craftsmen
in stained glass, metal work, cabinet work, woodcarving and
(1) Architectural Record - Jan. 1911 - The Works of Cram
Goodhue and Ferguson - Montgomery Schuyler

sculpture pave their best to the great church.
The style is Gothic with suggestions from Prance, England,
and Spain.
The church is huilt throughout of stone, even to the vault-
ing. The furnishings are beautiful as one would exDect. One of
the most striking features is the great towering reredos of
ivory-colored stone with a m.arhle bas-relief of the Last Su-^-ner
by John Angel. There are canopied stalls for the clergy and
the elders, and an elaborately carved pulpit on one side.
The stained glass windows depict the story of God's dealingj;
with man from, the time of the creation to the present timie.
All Christian history is told in these windows. it is as in
olden tim.es "The Bible of the people".
Another interesting and beautiful building is the Cathedral
of the Incarnation in Baltimore. Absolutely true to Gothic
organism, with pleasing varietur in details, it is well adapted
to the needs of a modern church. The exterior is principally
English in effect, but the interior with vaulting that is
strictly scientific is more like that of the French churches.
One great improvement has been made in this church over older
Gothic buildings, that of a greater space at the crossing.
A smjall, but charmiing church is All Saints Church in Peter-
boroug^i. New Hampshire. Harold Donald Eberlein says that All
Saints Church is "a m.odern exam.ple of the transition phase from
V.orms.n st^^le to Early English manner", (l) It is a small
(l) Architectural Record, Sept. 1955 - All Saints Church,
Peterhor-nngh
,
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parish church, yet great care and expense have been e:xpended to
make it -oerfect. The little ouildin^;';, of native ranite is
handled in a direct and straightf'orv/ard v*ray very suitable to
that material. The style showing great freedom and ingenuity
in adapting it to the needs of a small parish, has nevertheless
retained the true Gothic spirit.
Eberlein says in his article on the church that the firm
of Crami and Ferguson "have neither despised tradition nor re-
jected precedent; neither have they followed them in servile
fashion but have discreetly used the liberty of adaptation to
existing requirements and thereby imparted vitality and an in-
teresting structure. If we are prepared to admit that architec-
ture is m.oribund or dead, then let us regard All Saints as a
curious fossil of no worth. If we are not prepared to make this
admission, but still believe in architecture as a living art,
let us welcom.e this little church as one m.ore evidence to be
added to the notable achievements already affected in America
that the Gothic modes are still full of vigor and susceptible
o^^ -^T-'esh and vitsl results".
iiberlein claimiS that Gothic style belongs to us in this
country as does the Magna Carta, the Law, and our mother tongue.
He says Gothic tradition is in the Anglo-Saxon blood, and is
therefore the true style for our religious edifices.
The charm, of the cathedrals of the kiddle Ages is to be
found in the fact that they are the product of m^any m.inds and
a long period of time with ideas constantly/- changing. If this

,2?
be so, then the church of ot. John the L>ivine, in i ev; York City
can claiir. the same ri:;vht to charm as an outgrowth of the thou^/ht
of many people and many times. As long ago as 1673 a charter
was enacted for the cathedral, but the -oanic of 187S prevented
funds from, bein^ obtained. It was not. until 1886 that Bishop
henry C. Potter introduced an active cam.paign to ebtain funds
for the erection of the great church. In the next year the
site on Mornint-side Heis'hts was chosen and an open comnetltion
was announced for the designs for the cathedra]
•
'The plans of Keins and La Farge were selected fromi some
sixty or seventy subm.itted. The design chosen was Romanesque,
with a Byzantine interior. 'Tbe worV: progressed slovs'ly. The
exterior was of cream colored granite fromi the Lake iviohegan
district, and the interior was of Prontenac stone from a Vi/is-
consin quarry to v/hich exclusive rights were obtained for fifty
years. The great granite piers were from Maine quarries. Orily
one cathedral in the world, St. Isaac's in Petrograd, has columns
of similar size. By 1911 the crypt was finished and opened for
religious services. Kov/ever, the work had proceeded slowly and
there vias a grov^ing feeling of discontent vi^ith the style chosen.
In 1911 the comm.ission to com.plete the church was given to
Cram, Goodhue and Ferguson. 'Ih.e agreem^ent called for the cath-
edral to be finished in the Gothic style and for the part al-
ready completed to be Gothicized. This did not prove to be as
difficult as was first believed.
iSex-i-artite vaulting vi/as decided upon, and as a new feature,
I
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this sexpartite vai-ilting was to be expressed on the exterior.
This was accorrplished by doubling the buttresses opposite the
points where the transverse and diagonal thrusts were concen-
trated. Tine aisles were raised to the heirht of the vault, a
row of chapels was added on either side of the nave to give the
effect of a five aisled church. Consequently the "l^'^est front has
five units with three great portals, two smaller doors and two
flanking tov/ers without spires. The aiDsidal terminations are
square with great rose v/indows.
The seven chapels, known as the cha^,els of the Tongues,
I
are symbol of the religious tolerance offered to all who believe
regardless of race or creed. These chapels are singularly beau-
tiful. Ihe Chapel of St. Savior has a magnificent v/indow of the
transfiguration and an exquisitely wrought altar. In the Chapel
of St. Colum.ba one m.ay study the life of the saint. The Chapel
of St. Ambrose also depicts the life of the saint from his boy-
hood through his eventful life. In the Chapel of St. Ansgarius
is a groun of figures, beautifullv executed in Caen stone by
Kiss Malvina Koffman, which is a memorial to Robert Bgcon and
the Harvard men who died in the V^orld V.ar.
In the niches of the parapet stand a row of m^en who have
been chosen as the greatest who have lived in the nineteen cen-
turies since the birth of Christ.
The Choir School is done in Snflnsh Collegiate "Gothic. Tae
Deanery is an especially interesting building, quite domestic in
style. The m-Ost picturesque spot of all is the out-door pulpit

covered with groin vaulting and. surmounted by an open spire that
rises to a heif^Vt o"^ -"ort^- feet.
One of the most important buildings connected with the
church, the Hew Synod House, which is used for the administra-
tion headquarters, ecclesiastical asseriblies, the people's
forum, and for social and civil betterment, is in the finest
thirteenth century French G-othic with simple design, delightful
"oroportions and an unusual olay of light and shade.
But the greatest contribution to modern C-othic is found
in the tower. Centuries ago, the C-othic style developed by
gradual growth from the Homanesque vtfith its massive walls to
the slender and beautiful G-othic, v/ith the clever device of
balancing the thrust of arches a-ainst the weight and thriiist
of buttresses and leading the weight to the ground through piers
at the points of concentration. This was so well done that in
the years since then little has been added to the knov/ledge of
Gothic construction. True, the laws have been varied som.ev/hat
and new applications of these laV'S have been made. To create
the tower of St. John the Divine proved a most difficult and
baffling problem.. The crossing is one hundred twenty feet scuar
If a tower were erected over it, it would be out of proportion
to the size of the building. The problem that faced the archi-
tects was hov/ to build s smaller tower without iDiers directly
under it to carry the v/eight. Such piers^ highly undesirable,
would interfere with the seating capacity and obstruct the viev/
of the altar. It was Prank Cleveland who found the solution
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to the problem. Dr. Cram says in his AutoiDio£i;raphy that
Cleveland was building Stuyvesant Baptistry at this time and
he "had covered the octagonal area with a Spanish interlacing
vault, a singularly beautiful device where ribs, crossing from
all eight angles, interlaced, and in the process left a smaller
octagonal opening at the crown which bore a lantern", (l)
this device it was possible to carry the weight of the tower
to t^e piers by the arches that sprung from, the great rrain
arches. A tower sixt^'" feet square was erected over the cross-
ing that v.'as one hundred twenty feet square.
Much has been said about the material beauty and the spir-
itual value of such a church as the Cathedral of St. John the
Divine. Dr. Alfred Hamlin, Professor of Architecture in Colum-
bia University has said that nothing com-"oarable to this superb
design has ever been conceived or executed in this country, and
that it is a challenge to the best of European cathedrals. (2)
ile believes it is the greatest religious monum.ent that has been
erected in the past two hundred years. Dr. Kamlin is quoted in
the International Studio of February 1925 as having said of the
cathedral, "as compared with both L.ilan and Seville the com.posi-
tion of Dr. Cram's nave-interior is a better design both in
;orc;oortion and detail, v/hile in structural organise: it is more
original and m.ore logically viforked out ; it is perhaps super-
(1) "My Life in Architecture" - R.A.C. - F. 175
(2) -'Editorial - "r^ev; Yvorld Cathedral" - ^ ew "Dork Times -
0)'26 II 6.5 1924

ior to any mediaeval cathedral whatever".
The Cathedral of 3t. John the O^vl-ne is a co-mr^rin?* t-"^ centre
and it is hoped that it will oe aole to ^Ive more and luore aid
to all wlio come to its door. It is as Bishop Potter said, "a
"CT'se of prayer for all people". The feeling that it ::e"to^ s
not to the Episcopal congregation or to the people of I\ew York
hut to all people regardless of race or creed is proved 'bj the
many gifts from: all classes of people. The location of the
church is especially fortunate, for Ivorningside Heights is the
greatest student centre of the world and there should he found
those of the m.ost liberal views.
It is believed that the Cathedral of 3t. John the Divine
will, like Westminster Abbey, belong to the world. It will be
what Dr. Crar: has said of Rheims, a "crowning manifestation of
a crowning civilization".
Universities are not usually designed and built within a
short period of time. Their beginnings are hum.ble; they open
their doors v;ith two or three buildings. As the need arisen
and funds becom.e available, more buildings are erected. T'-'^'s
results in rather an unfortunate and distressina diversltv of
architectural styles. Princeton university grew up in m.uch
this manner, but the older structures are either Crothic or
Renaissance, and are so unimpressive that they are not really
offensive. In fact, according to Matlack Price, they form a
pleasing background for the newer buildings. (l)
(l) Architectural Record - Jan. 1914 - latlack Price
"A Study in Scholastic Arch i tap. tiire "

Graduate students who are usually neglected in the plans
for a universi-ty, are not overlooked at Frinceton. The group
of buildings planned for the Graduate College is the work of
Cram, Goodhue, and Ferguson. The site chosen was isolated,
which was fortunate, but it v/as lacking in any real scenic
beauty. Because Dr. Cram feels that colleges should be old,
he has endowed this new college with the spirit and appearance
of many years of happy and useful existence.
'The plan v/hich is irregular and Interesting has one sectior
extending to the southeast, the other to the northwest. The
southeast quadrangle comprises a chapel, library, and the
living-rooms. The northeast section contains the residential
units. The most striking feature, the Cleveland tov^rer, has
turrets in the form of a hexagon rather tran the more popular
octagon style. iSevere and plain at the base the decoration
becomes very rich and elaborate on the upper part. The extreme
splay of the bell-deck windows is especialljr interesting and
pleasing.
The main doorway with its great door of carved wood s.nd its
beautiful hardv/are, is at the right of the tower. One enters
through this doorway into the vestibule, v;hich has stone walls
softened by tapestry. There is a fire-place with interesting
detail, and beautiful and appropriate furniture and armor.
A few steps lead into the Dining Hall the walls of which are
v;ainscoted and seetr to be very old. 'There are tall Gothic
windows. The .^reat open trusses, made from, oak timbers, are
r
decorsted with lively grotesques, carved in the solid beajn ends.
A2;ain we find truth in . Cram's work for these great beams
honestly support the heavy slate roof. The fire-place here, as
in the vestibule, is excellent, and shov/s the work of superior
craftsmenship
.
The Deanery of stone and timber construction is most
charming, informal and hom.elike. It has a feeling of the oest
of English domestic architecture.
IV-atlack Price says, in the article previously mentioned,
that, "The artisans have but recently departed, the place has
not been hallowed by long use and scholastic association, and
yet it is old. And that is because the ideals that went into
its conception, and the ideals which inspired the craftsm^en of
its execution were old ideals. And here, then, is architectural
technique of the highest order here is the m.ost that architect
ure, as an art of expression, is capable of attaining."
Dr.' Cram, never hesitates to give up his beloved r^othic if
that style is not suitable for the task. This problem presented
itself when he received the commission to design the buildings
for Hice Institute in Texas. It was a dif-^icult r>r>obi for
there was no -orecedert to be follov/ea. T! ' te chosen was far
from inviting. He says that he thought along the lines of what
v;ould have happened to architecture in the iviediterranian section
without Northern influence. (l) he attempted to create a new




style that would be classical and yet have the Gothic romanti-
cism, pictorial quality, and a sound organicism.
The Administration Building was the first to be built.
Eavinp; carefully planned the interior he then made the exterior
conform to the interior plan. The exterior is especially
splendid in color due to the use of a special rose-hued brick,
and rose and dove colored marble from. Oklahoma. For the lov;er
parts of the structure a red Texas granite was used; for column
and sheathing m.any colored m.arbles were brought tO' Texas from
Greece, Italy, Switzerland, Vermont, and Tennessee.
The other buildings that have been erected have had to be
less elaborate, but the style has been rather consistently
followed.
The Iv-emorial Library of the University of Southern Calif-
ornia is done in much the same modern manner. ''£here is no
Gothic here. The exterior is of special Rom.an brick of salmon
color, and the trim, and sculpture are of Cordova Cream Texas
limestone. The arches are round, in keeping with Southern or
Mediterranean type of architecture. And to rem.ain true to
California tradition, there is a cloister-enclosed patio.
Many years ago, when Cram first went into the office of
Arthur notch and George Tilden, the "nev/" post-office was being
erected across the street from his office. Little did he dream
that many years later, he would be comjnissioned to build
another "new" post-office. However, that is what has happened.
<(
The nev; Federal Building in Boston is i'-r . Cram's first sky-
scraper, and tbe comniission was not exactly to liis liking. The
Supervising architect designed the interior, but several changes
were later made at Cram' s suggestion. 'The question of the style
of the exterior was seriousli^ considered. Cram decided on
"Modern" which is really rather an elastic term. It is modern
in that it has no projecting cornices, no visible roofs, and
fev/ horizontal floor indications. The metal sashes are linked
vertically hy aluminum spandrels.
i-any difficulties presented themselves as were to be ex-
pected in a public building; because funds were lim.ited many
compromises had to be made. By cutting down on the detail of
the interior it was possible to obtain a better grade of mater-
ial for the exterior, v/holly designed by Cramt and Ferguson.
The m.ain building is of steel, seventeen stories high.
There is a tower of six more stories. 'The building is cased
with Eastern granite. Polished "Quincy Dark" is used on the
basement, "Concord" on the next tv/o stories and "Chelmsford"
above that. The tower and the top stories of the structure are
of "Tngalls" variegated limestone.
The building, used for a post-office, court-rooms, and
Government offices, has its uses expressed in the decoration.
Giant bundles of staves are set against the upper stories. The
idea comies from. Aesop's bundle of faggots which meant "united
we stand: divided v;e fall". The serpent-entVi/ined staff, wand

of r.ercury, the TDOst-m&ster of Olympia, is cared on the span-
drels .
The structure £:,ives a feelinr of classicism. 'ITnere is very
little ornament, except that already mentioned, above the lov/er
stories, for it is flanked on three sides by narrow streets.
The main portal on Post Office Square, has charm and dignity,
but unfortunately there is but one hundred and fifty yards of
space in front of it. The back entrances have even less space,
and the doorwa^/s are designed for "close-ups". One of the sig-
nificant features of this skyscraper is the building up of
masses one upon the other.
Charles G. Loring, says, "The spirit of the Federal
Building in Boston transcends the handiv/ork of the politicians,
the crude detailing, yes, and even the lack of sym.pathy the
architects profess for the style they selected." (l)
i.ut v/hether cathedral, college or goverrjvent building,
Ralph Adams Cram has built with the same loyalty to truth,
beauty, and endurance, as did the builders of old. His great
buildings of enduring stone v;ill live on through time and will
carry the message of this civilization dov/n through the ages.
(l) American Architect - iMovember 1933 - Boston Federal




ACCOlff^LISHMSNTS IN THE FIELD OF LITERATURE
Mr. Cram*s literary work is second only to his architec-
ture. He has been writing since he Tvas very young. These
first literary efforts have already been mentioned.
After his second trip to Europe, all idea of a literary
career was abandoned. Architecture was to be his career, but
writing' and lecturing have been his hobbies in all the years
since that time.
Many valuable essays on art have come from his pen. In
addition to his v'ork in the field of art, are a long list of
writings on the present times and a glamorous picture of the
colorful life of the Middle Ages. He has appealed time and
again in his lectures and essays for a return to the ideals
and the religion of Ifediaevalism. Only in the return to these
standards can he see any hope for the future.
"Church Building," a study of the principles of architec-
ture in their relation to the church was published in bOston in
1901. It ?/as well received and made quite an impression.
in discussing Mr. Cramps early v;ork, his one and only
attempt at drama, a drama in blank verse, called "Escalibur,"
should not be omitted. ''Escalibur" received scant attention,
I
but Or. Cram, to this day, believes it is good and that it will
be discovered sometime. He is so confident of its worth that
he says it is the best thing he has ever done. (1)
(1) My Life in Architecture R. A. Cram P. 93
i
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In 1905, IT. Gram published t'vo volumes. The first,
'Ruined A.bbeys of '"^reat Britain," in v'hich he discusses the
following' abbeys: Glastonbury, Whitby, Lindisfarne, Beaulieu,
Netley, Tintern, c^isburgh, bolton, Jedbur^ffh, Kelso, "^ievauix,
byland, I.elrose, Dryburgh, Kirks tall, Malmsbury, York and
j^'ountains. He deals with the subject more from the point of
the importance of these religious institutions on the social
and economic life, and the effect of the suppression of
monastic orders on the moral and religious conditions of the
people, rather than from a purely artistic point of vie?;.
The book is interesting reading and is well illustrated.
The second book of 1905 was the result of his trip to the
Orient, "Impressions of Japanese Architecture and the Allied
Arts" immediately received great praise. "Public Opinion"
November 18, 1905, writes that there are "ten papers on the
development of Japanese art that help the western mind to a
better understanding of the esthetic voicing of Japanese civi-
lization." The volume contains essays on early and later
Japanese architecture, temples, shrines, temple gardens,
domestic interiors, minor arts, sculpture, and a very interes-
ting essay on the future of Japanese art.
"Athenaeum" May 5, 1905, says of it, "To our mind the
most important chapter in it is that dealing v/ith Japanese
sculpture. V/e do not remember any work in which its subject





l!r. Cram writes brilliantly but with a reverent attitude.
He has traced Japanese art from its very early beginnings,
step by step through the ages, Ke makes his readers realize
the true greatness of Japanese art, the moral and spiritual
forces that it expresses.
Of the architecture, Mr, Cram says, "The architecture
itself, when once it is knovm, becomes a thing of extreme
beauty, diernity, and nobility, immensely sie-nifioant
,
perfect-
ly indicative of the fundamental laws that underline all great
architecture. Carefully analyzed and faithfully studied,
Japanese architecture is seen to be one of the great styles of
the world. In no respect is it lacking in those qualities
which have made Crreek, Medieval, and Early Renaissance archi-
tecture immortal: as these differ among themselves, so does
the architecture of Japan differ from them. Yet v/ith them it
remains logical, ethnic, perfect in development."
Unlike his later books, I have found no adverse criticism
of "Japanese Architecture." All his critics seem agreed that
it is a keen analysis of the art of Japan, written in such a
manner that it is of interest to the general reader as well as
the student. The text is very well illustrated.
"The Grothic Q,uest" is a reprint of a series of articles
on (Gothic architecture, first published in 1907, and af?"ain
published in 1916, with one additional essay, "A Vigil at ArmsV
on the V/orld ''^ar. PeadinP" it, one is bound to feel the great
enthusiasm Cram has for everything Mediaeval and the contempt

he feels for most things modern.
Mr. Cram traces the beginnings of Christian art back to
the year 600, V'hen this Christian spirit, emancipated from
barbarism and pagan civilization became conscious of itself,
its faith, and its possibilities of a nobler life. This
artistic movement or "quest" for pure beauty lasted for the
next thousand years. Under the care of the monastic orders,
this ne'^' light swept over Eurorie and the foundations ?/ere laid
for a Christian art and a Christian civilization. This nev/
and nobler spirit as expressed principally through architec-
ture and its allied arts. Before this "quest" had reached its
highest possibilities, it was interrupted b^^ the Renaissance.
Greek art, beautiful in its simplicity, is nevertheless pagan.
The true spirit of the "Renaissance soon becarie evident.
T""orals became corrurit; art died. The years following have
been a lon^ and horrible nightmare.
More art schools and art education than ever before knovm
have failed to awaken a feeling for pure beauty. The only hope
for a return to the great art of the past, is through the
banishment of materialism and the return of Christian faith
and idealism. He believes in and hopes for the revival of
monasticism as an institution.
This same desire is expressed even more forcibly in his
earlier book, "Huined Abbeys of Great Britain."
As is to be expected, v/hen he so vigorously attacks our
modern life, he is bound to run into criticism. I quote from
i
the "Springfield Republican" of May 7, 1916, "Tmile one regrets
Dr. Grarri*s rashness of statement and a certain narrowness in
his "Doint of viev;, it can hardly be denied that he has a real
and vital messap:e for the r.rt of todriy. He, above all others
in America, seems v/illing to make a gospel of his appreciation
of the aims and ideals of the Gothic ecclesiastic art."
Dr. Cram claims no credit for the ideas expressed in the
seven essays in the volume "The Ministry of Art," but he lays
great stress on their fundamental character. He says in the
preface of the volume, "The only excuse for reiteration today
is that so many of them have been forgotten and overlaid by
the detritus of loose thinking."
The seven essays entitled, "Art the Bevealer," "The
Philosophy of the Gothic Restoration," "The Place of the Fine
Arts in Public Education," "The Artist and the Yforld," "The
Craftsman and the Architect," "American TTniversity Architecture
and "The I'^inistry of Art," deal with the function of art as a
means of redemption of human character.
In the essay entitled, "The Place of the Fine Arts in
Public Education," Dr. Gram, again discusses art education. He
v/ishes to see art education an integral and not a disjointed
feature of education. He believes that there is little hope
for any great creative accomplishments until art becomes an
essential part, not merely a tririr.ing, to our modern civiliza- '
tion.
The craftsman is not forgotten. In the essay, "The

Craftsman and the Architect" he laments "the disappearance of
the individual, independent, and self-respecting craftsman,"
and urges the architect "to search out the individual crafts-
men and to bring them into alliance v/ith himself."
In the title, he strikes the key-note of his philosophy
of art. Art is the language of the soul, "the only adequate
expression in time and space of spiritual thine-s." His argu-
ments for the mission of art, its significance and its pov-er,
are eloquent.
"There are," he says, "but three real things in the
world - the home, the school, and the church," - and that
when "we are dealing with eternal verities, honest and eniurirg
structure is alone admissable." He sees the dawn of this new
era of civilization in which a finer art will find its place.
Not the least of these hopeful signs for the future is the
return to the sincerity of the early days, and the restoration
of the Gothic, our rightful heritage. He reminds us"that the
things that count are structural integrity, vision, and signi-
ficance. Back to raediaevalism we must go, and begin again."
He attributes this return to the (rothjc to our Anglo-
Saxon blood.
One finds a wide divergence of opinion in the criticisms
of "The Ministry of Art." "Catholic '7o rid, "December 1914,
writes that the volume is suggestive, optimistic, and charming
and that it not only reveals the author's knowledge of his
O'vn field, architecture, but of his wide reading in history

and philosophy.
"School Arts Maf!;azine" October, 1914, agrees with the
magazine quoted above and says, "The book is crov/ded with
thoughts that should be pondered by those engaged in Art
education."
Quite the opposite opinion is voiced by "Peviev; of
Reviews" December 1914, in which the essays are called a vio-
lent attack uDon those with whom he is not in sympathy, and
exaggerated praise for those who fire "his own highly inflam-
mable imagination."
"Between the Seine and the Rhine lay once a beautiful land
wherein more history was made, and recorded in old monuments
full of grace and grandeur and fancy, than in any other region
of the world." Even the names of these splendid old tovms and
buildings ring "with sonorous melody, evoking the ghosts of a
great and indelible past." With these words. Dr. Cram begins
his first essay of the volume, "Heart of Europe," that deals
with the architectural monuments that had been destroyed or
were in danger of destruction during the "^orld V.-ar. To him,
the great enthusiast of mediaevalism, nothing could be more
horrible than this terrible wreckage of the world's greatest
monuments of all time. The essays are, as the critic of the
Boston "^ranscript, ^'ovember 6, 1915, says, the "product of an
artist, a poet, an enthusiast, whose heart is broken by the
vandalism of war."
'/ar, he says, swept the glorious cities of n^reece off the
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face of the earth; war is now destroying the greatest rionuments
of Christian liiurope. He condemns a civilization that can
permit such vandalism.
"And now a thing calling itself the highest civilization
in TCurope, with the name of G-od in its mouth, again sweeps the
already well-swept land, in spite of a philosophy that
said it could not happen again (men being so civilized) , the
world is at war."
The Nation, December 30, 1915, seems to be of the opinion
that his sympathies v/ith the past are so strong and his preju-
dice with the present, so ardent, that his judgment is somewhat
warped. ''His strong prejudices/' writes the critic, ''though
they give color to his style, vitiate the soundness of his
judgment. Cram's t"^o antipathies, the Renaissance and the
Reformation, and his abhorrence of modern industrialism, are
very evident in "Heart of Europe."
The Springfield Republican, on the other hand, has nothing
but praise for the book. The Republican claims that "Heart of
Europe" should be a source of pride to every American, that
one of his countrymen should write such a keen appreciation of
the great "European monuments.
"The Substance of Gothic" is a series of six lectures
given at Lowell Institute in the winter of 1916-7 on the de-
velopment of architecture from the time of Charlemagne to
Henry the Till. Mr. Gram tries to make his readers realize
hov/ futile have been the efforts of these modern times to do

great things for, we, the moderns, have thous'ht of material
progress only and left out of account the spiritual forces
that made the great progress of the Middle Ages possible. He
writes not only from the standpoint of an ardent '!>othicist,
but as an ardent churchman. According to him, those who fail
to realize the nobility and vitality of the essential spirit
of Catholicism are heretics and heathens intent on destroying
Christian civilization.
Of the lectures, Mr. Cram says in the preface, "I have
called these lectures, given during the winter of 1916-17 in
the Lowell Institute in Boston, 'The Substance of Gothic,*
because in them an effort is made, though briefly and super-
ficially, to deal with the development of Christian architec-
ture from Charlemagne to Henry VIII, rather in relation to its
substance than its accidents; to consider it as a definite
and grov/ing organism and as the exact and unescapable exponent
of a system of life and thought antipodal to that of the
modernism that began its final dissolution at the beginning of
August A.D. 1914, rather than in the light of its accidents
of form and ornament and detail of structural designs."
Whether v/e agree with Mr. Gram or not, we are bound to
admit that the essays are eloquent and delightful reading,
and, from a literary standpoint can be enioyed by any intelli-
gent reader.
Dr. Cram had made many trips to "Europe and had traveled
in the East, but not until 1931 did he visit Spain. He was

greatly impressed with the great Spanish cathedrals. As a
result of this trip, he wrote a monograph on the Cathedral of
Palma de Mallorca. It was the first monograph in English on
Palma Cathedral and a valuable contribution to the collection
of cathedral literature. The text is sixteen pages long and
there are twenty-four excellent plates.
"The Cathedral of Palma de I.'allorca" is considered worthy
of a place V7ith Henry Adams *s study of Chartres.
"The Nemesis of Mediocrity" published during the war is
another of Mr. Cramps slashing attacks on modern civilization
and praise for the ideals of mediaevalism. The democracy of
ideals flourished during the Middle Ages, he claims, but
through the progression of the reformation, renaissance and
revolution these ideals of democracy have been destroyed and
the world has been brought to its present sad state of chaos.
This tendency to look backward to the past and his reverence
for mediaevalism has been evident in other of Mr. Cram*s books
especially in "The Substance of Gothic." Nevertheless, while
we cannot always agree with him that the past was all good and
the present totally bad, we are forced to acknowledge that
there is much truth in what he says, and to be spurred on to
a better future.
Mr. Cram is at his best when he deals with the fallen
state of culture and politics. At other times we agree with
the statem-ent made in the Springfield Republican that, "Mr.
Cram is a distinguished architect and his writing has most of

Ithe defects and also some of the virtues of 'artistes
criticism' .
"
"Gold, Frankincense and Myrrh" is the title of three
essays in which Dr. Cram again pleads for the return to
mediaeval ideals and religion. His own words in the preface
sum up their substance quite fully. He writes, "Gold is the
pure, imperishable quality of the monastic ideal, Frankincense
the supreme act of worship
,
Tyrrh the saving quality
of a right philosophy of life the three gifts that m.ust
again be offered by a world once more led to worship and
fall down before the Incarnate God so long and so lightly
denied."
Of his many books, probably Mr. Cram*s "Walled Towns" has
called forth the most varied criticism. The Springfield Repub-
lican calls it a strained and fantastic essay of a too serene
mediaeval civilization and an unjust assault on modern life.
The Boston Transcript, on the other hand, writes that the
essay is an optimistic, constructive criticism, and a sincere
attempt to show the way out of the tangle that followed the
World ^ar.
In "Walled "^owns" Mr. Gram attem-pts to show the way back
to New England of fifty years ago, and a way to escape the
struggle and materialism of the present. He claims that life
in ITew England in the past was hard, but it was a v/ell-balanc ed
satisfying life. It was built on character, self-respect,
liberty, and a freedom from out-side forces, that is lacking in

our life today. New England, fifty years ago, was not as
rich and colorful as the Middle Ages, but it far surpasses
anything in our civilization today, according to the author
of "Called Towns.''
His favorite theme, a return to earlier standards and
ideals, predominates in "Toward a Great Peace" published soon
after the ''^orld "ar. In it Dr. Gram reviews conditions since
the signing of the Peace of "^^ersailles and offers constructive
measures for building a sound political, industrial and social
future, '^he only hope for this future is to be found in edu-
cation, art, and religion, he believes.
Por some years, he and others had been planning a maga-
zine that should represent the best thousrht, scholarship, and
ideals of the Roman Catholic Church in America. The first
issue of (1) GORIJ.TON^VEAL appeared soon after the war, and has
been published regularly ever since,
A year or two later the (2) Mediaeval Academy of America
was founded and its organ, SPECULUM, was published. This
society now has one thousand members and has done much to
promote interest in the study of the Middle Ages.
For both these magazines Dr. Cram has written many
articles
.
Dr. Gram believes that the only hope for a revival of
true art lies in the Catholic Church, which he calls upon in
(1) "My Life in Architecture" R.A.C. P. 224
(2) ''¥y Life in Architecture" ^.A.C. P. 225
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"The Catholic Church and Art" to assume the role previously
held as "creator, patron, and protector of the arts." This
belief is especially interesting because Dr. Cram is an
Episcopal layman. Possibly his attitude can be explained in
that he sincerely hopes for the union of all Christian
churches in the future. In St. John the Divine may be found
the beginnings of some such a union.
The art of the Middle Ages v/as the result of the union
of northern blood and Catholic ardor directed by monastic
agencies. Romanesque and Norman styles mark the transition
and paved the way for the Gothic that reached its height in
the thirteenth century. The nineteenth century ushered in a
period from v/hioh art had almost entirely disappeared.
Strange as it mey seem, the Catholic art that did survive,
is to be found in the Episcopal Churches in America.
The Transcript, January 22, 1930, writes of this book,
"While it is not a history of Christian architecture, it is
an interesting interpretation of the development of architec-
ture under the impulses and inspiration of the Christian
religion. In fact, in many places '/here Mr. Cram writes
Catholic he might well write Christian."
The book is well written and interesting readirg .
V'hether Mr. Cram proves his point of the importance of the
Church in art may be questioned.
In 1935, a volume "Convictions and Controversies" was
published containing a collection of his best essays and lec-

tures of the past fifteen years, dealing principally with his
favorite themes: the failure of democracy and the necessity
of a return to the principles, ideals, and reli^^ion of the
Middle Ages. It amounts to a plea for religious unity and
is a powerful challenge to the modern world for a better soci
order. In these essays are found some of Fr. Cram's best
literary efforts.
Dr. Gram's latest work is his autobiography. Though he
tells the story of his own life and those associated with him
in a simple and straightforward way, on every page the reader
is conscious of his bitter criticism of the present times.
He is very generous in the credit he gives to those who have
aided him in his work. For Bertram Ooodhue, he has only
the highest praise for his great genius both as a draftsman
and as a great creator of decorative detail. (I) To Frank
Cleveland, he gives credit for one of the greatest contribu-
tions made to modern Gothic, that of covering the vast
crossings of the Cathedral of St. John the Divine, v/ith a
tower only half the size of the crossing. (2)
His description of his summer home in Sudbury, Vfhitehall
is so interesting that the reader has a desire to drive out
to Sudbury and visit the lovely chapel of St. Elizabeth. (2)
(1) Life in Architecture^' P..A.C. P. 78
(2) "My Life in Architecture" R.A.C. P. 175




ri iLOSOPPIY OF ART AND LIFE
"No great art has ever aDoeared. except at a tiire of h'igh
human endeavor. If there comes a time v\fhen this artistic rrian-
ifestation is of inferior quality, you may know that there is
so^^ething hasically defective, that the civilization is of the
Vv'rong shape . " ( 1
)
These are the v/ords of Ralph Adams Cram.. He firmly believe 3
that civilization is only as organic as the architecture that it
produces; that the art and architecture of the eleventh through
the fourteenth centuries are the greatest the v;orld has ever pro -
duced. It follov/s, then, that this period was the most whole-
some and perfectly balanced time of all Christian Europe. Dr.
Cram, in giving this explanation, finds it necessary to differ-
entiate between culture and civilization. Ke says that culture
is of three elements: philosophy, religion, and art. Civiliza-
tion is the degree from which people has emerged fromi barbarism
in m.otives, manners, and custom.s. He offers great nariies to prove
the superiority of the Gothic period.
Mr. Cram, early in his life, resolved to take uv and carry
on the Gothic style. I present his reasons for this decision
in his ov/n words.
^'n-ofn'r. i-^ad been f^e --erfect expression of Christianity





among the northern nations for some four hundred years-. At
the time of the Renaissance in Europe and the Fieformation in
England, it had not died a natural death, but had in a sense
been cut off, if not in its prime, at least at the point of
its culmination.
"'Perpendicular Gothic' was a strictly English style. It
still was capable of further develo-oment , and it fitted in
well with the contempor£.ry conditions. The Atlentic seaboer*d
and its hinterland were predominantly British by race, the
climate was about the same, the traditions still enduring.
Therefore the thing to do was to take up English Gothic where
it had been violently stopped early in the sixteenth century,
and go on from that point as though nothing had happened." (l)
This resolve, however, had to be miodified somewhat,
Gothic is not always the suitable style. Cf this, he says,
"In architecture, the thing done had to have some real propriety
and the matter of linked tradition and felicity in its en-
vironm^ent. You could not do a Christian Science temr)le in
Greek Byzantine or Catholic Gothic, or an Episconal Church in
Puritan Colonial, or a movie theater in Ionic Greek, nor
could you force a 3T:)anish palace into the Vermont hills, nor
a Korman stronghold upon the sandy plans of the csouthwest." (2)
Ke goes further and expresses the opinion that Protestant
(1) Boston Iranscript - Sov. 5, 1932 - n.^;.o.
(2) " " Nov. 5, 1932 - R.A*C.

churches, other than Episcopal, should not be of the G-othic
style, a Catholic style feared and despised by ther; 'r their
early beginnings. Hov;ever, he soon found out that these
same churches v/ould not be satisfied with the simplicity of
the Colonial or Classic styles, but demanded the best in
the Gothic tradition, v/hich he has faithfully tried to give
them.
-^r . ^'TSM believes that society today is antagonistic to
great art, and has untiringly preached a revival of the
standard of the Middle Ages.
1.6 condemms a civilization that Derniits such ruthless war-
fare. DuTing the World War he wrote the essay "Rheims and
lo-'T^^r*!-" n-p vhich he praises the great monuments of the past
and i^rieves because of their destruction. He writes:
"And the churches, those matchless mionuments, four, five,
and six centuries old, v;here venerations have brought all
their best to glorify God, where glass and sculpture, tapes-
tries and fretted woodwork, pictures, and gold and silver
wrought cunningly into imarortal art how are v/e to speak of
these, or think of themx, with St. Pierre of Louvain and St.
liombault of Ivialines still smoking with their dying fire§,
v/l ile piece by piece the calcined stone falls in the emcers,
and while Kheims, one of the wonders of the world, stands
p;aunt and shattered, wreched by bombs, swept by f?re, its
Vifinaov/s that rivalled Char-tres, split into irrem.sdiable ruin.

its statues devastated that once stood on a level v/ith the
sculpture of Greece?"
The first step in a return to the ideals of Media evalism
is to he found in a united Christian Church in which, he
earnestly believes.
"Christians are inevitably and ultimately - going back
to one church, a combination, I think, of rioman Catholic, the
i-^asteiTi orthodox, and the Anglican. The essence of Iviediaeval-
ism is m.ysticism; we are getting back to the sacramental
^h'lcso-nhy and nractice in religion, also to the sense of
wonder v;hich is the seed of all wisdom." (2)
"The twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth, centuries, the ages
when religion was one and secure and was building a great
civilization we would fain see again." (3)
"1 v^ould like to see all churches, not necessarily united
but at least forebearing criticising one another." (4)
In the follov/ing statement he atteirpts to show us a
better and mjore secure future, to be found only in revival
of these earlier standards.
"I'viediaevalism. means pre-eminently the dominance of the
spiritual over the material, and unity in all human relations.
I'ractically it would mean substantial kingship in G-overnmentj
(2) Boston Transcript - Aug. 16, 1934 - G. Keene
(3) ocribner - Jec. 1914 - R.A.C.
(4) Boston Transcript - Aug. 18, 1934 - G. Kee^e
"T^ir. Cram. Drav/s the Future"
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representation by guilds in politics; the production for use
rather than profit in economics.
"Societ-^^ v/ould be divided, as in the vTli s-'-^p te^- f-e
--iaale ^-c^Qs
,
according to functions, ratner trjan as now ir.ito
the three categories of caDital, management and labor. All
building, for instance architects, engineers, contractors,
and v/orkmen- -v/ould be one body, and such a body would strive,
as did the guilds, to raise production of its members to the
standard of the most comrietent . "
:'ut he says; "This new i-ediaevalism. will be really new,
not an antiquarian reproduction. Yi/e can't turn the world
back; it isn't r^ossible."
Of the nai^e of St. John the Divine he sa^fs, "That is
entirely new. It is done in the spirit of the Middle f.^es,
but it is not a copy. It adapts itself to the present e.^e."
As has been mentioned before. Dr. Oram sees the dawn
of a nev/ and greater period for this country. He has said,
"America has developed a domestic architecture that, what-
ever its forms of expression, is striking in its beauty and
distinction; a comimercial architecture that is logical and
distinguished, a public architecture of splendid culture,
of refinemient and nobility, but not one of these really
quite equals what has been done in church building." (l)
(l) Am.erican Churches - Vol. I - 1915 - Preface
by Ralnh AdsvF^ Crsm

Of chnrch architecture, he says; "Vve have ecliiDsed
iinglana, v/hich until thirty years &.^o , led the world.
have also surpassed France, which produced such ma£;nificent
c'^^'vr^es in the tv/elfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth cen-
turies". (2)
These statements were made some years sgo, and wishing
to know^ more of Dr. Cram's opinions on architecture and
society of today, 1 wrote to him. Following is a copy of
my letter:
Dear Sir,
I am. a candidate ac i:oston University
for a m;aster's degree. Since 1 have been much
interested in your work for several years, I
have decided to make a special study of it for
my thesis.
I knowr this is asking a great favor and
presuming upon your good nature, but virould you
be willing to answer som.e questions for me?
If you are so kind as to do this, m-ay I quote
your letter in m.y thesis?
V/ill you tell m.e v/hat difference you
note in the architectural consciousness of
the people of Boston today as com.pared with
that of fifty years ago?
.(2) Iv-ew York Times - Feb. 3, 1928
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In what phase of arch itecture has the
greatest progress been made during your life?
'.«hat further development do you hope for
in the future?
Vuhiich of your m.any buildings is your
favorite and why?
If you v/ill answer these questions or
give me an3^ other inform.ation about yourself
or your worV, I shall be ^_'re8tly in your debt.
April 1&, 1937
Th.e reader may im.agine m.y delight when I received his re-
ly offering "to talk it over v/ith me". Following is a copy
of his letter:
Dear Miss Orchard:
I ami quite interested in your letter of the
19th April and shall be very glad to give you
any information I can that would help you in
your thesis for a iWaster's degree at Boston
University. I v/onder if it would not be more
satisfactory if you could com.e into the o: i ice
some tim.e so that I could talk to jov. about this?
If
-^^ou v.'ould rather bave me write out my ideas,








Acting on Dr. Cram's kind invitation, i-alled upon him
at his office at 248 Boylston Street, April 29, 1937. I had
been impressed by the courtesy which 1 received v;hen I had
teler^honed to make the appointment; the impression was streri.-:th-
ened by the cordiality shown by the ^irl who asked mie to vi;ait
in a small recention roori' for J-/r . Cram., i-ipparently called from
actual v/ork, ^r . Cram appeared not a very tall man, grey-
haired, carrying his seventy- three years very gracefully. He
v^-as wearing a green smiock, rather the vv^orse for wear, and
sm.oking his inevitable pipe.
He greeted mie with evident interest in my problem.; inquired
as to just v.h.at I wanted. I told him^ I would like to have him,
answer the questions which I had previously asked in my letter.
Talking in a business-like, direct way, he renlied to my
question, "'-"'ch of your buildings do yyou like best?"
"That's easy, m^r first choice is the nave of Nev/ York
Cathedral (St. John the Divine). There is something interesting
about that. The nave, prim.arily because i successfully did try
to miake it dem_onstrate the fact that the fundam.ental principles
of Gothic architecture and the general idea of Mediaeval archi-
tecture are just as vital today and true as they v/ere in the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. I think it shows that.
It is not co'oied fromi any other nave in the world. I like this
best of all because I was not conscious of doing it.
"Iv'y second choice, the first building dovm at the Rice
Institute with the archv/ay through it.
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"Tlilrd, the Presbyterian Church out in Pittsburgh because
we all did tPat. In so far .as the iNiev/ York Cattiedral and the
Rice Institute are concerned I am responsible for these. I
li.ie ti.ls rresbyterian ohurch as well as almost anything v/e
have done because it does hang together and the nice part is
that it is a Presbyterian Church which has gone back to the
fundamentals of good Catholic architecture. I could m.ake it
ready for a Pontifical High Iv;ass in twenty miinutes. All it
needs is a crucifix and six candles on the altar. It is tPie
only church I have ever done where every window as determiined
by us was in place when the church was dedicated. A Gothic
Church is ^"t Goth.ic unless it has its glass. The slass is
an essential part of the whole thing. Generally clients have
nothing (money) left for stained glass and thiS' m.ust be added
later.
"
"Tliis glass is being done by Charles J. Connick, I believe?
"I have five or six men who have been working on the 3t.
John "windows. Last surimier I put v300,000 in all in stained
glass windows in this church - eight clerestory windows and six
aisle v/indov/s . Ihere is one m.ore going in now, Armiy and ITavy
Windov/. I do not know about any miore.
"And fourth, a little monastery on Lemiorial Drive, Cam-
bridge. I v/orked at this ten years and have just built the
Gu.est Bouse. Now I have built the Chapel and one part of the
monastery. This is very smiall, but one of the best things I
have ever done in my life. That is pure Mediaeval architec-

ture . It would never be ndstaken for a cleric church. In
proportion, in texture of stone ana in color it comes near
being perfect .
"
"V:hat difference do you find in the architectural con-
sciousness of people in Boston today frorr i;::at of l&bb when
you started your work?" I asked.
"Another ei.>;hteen rronths I will have three anniversaries:
fiftieth .of the founding of my office; seventy-fifth birthday;
twenty-fifth of getting ray place in the country. I am going
to have a great mass in St. John's Church.
"'That question - I have never thought very inuch about
what difference there is. So far as the general public is
concerned I do not think that there is any difference. They
are no more interested novi than they were in 1888. I think
the m.inority, and in all society it is the m.inority that
counts, are much Fiore interested than they v;ere, but they
don't know what they like or what they want. They want som.e-
thing and some have cone a little m.ad over ultra-modern archi-
tecture. I have no use for this. It has its olace and it
hasn't its place. I think the sense of beauty in this m_inority
is "orobably miore active then it was in 1888. hv.t as I said,
the minority does not know just what they want ana they accept
modern stuff because they are good and tired of stupidity in
arci: itecture , all rank archeology, but they are not inform.ed.
They receive no education in schools or colleges, - a very
r-sat "ity.

"Read my ' Convi ctions and Controversies '
,
essay on ' Place
of Beauty In Public liiducatlon ' .
"They read about it; they travel; and they look but the
sense of beauty is no longer an instinctive thing in any class
of society. It used to be instinctive and t'ney did the things
- the architects, sculptors, painters, etc. did - oecause they
considered that to be the way they should be done, and we have
lost that instinct. 1830 - 1880 there v-/as no sense of beauty
any v/here in this country except in literature and a few who
did "oaint well. In architecture there v;as nothing. 3o far as
I can think it out that is the only difference I can see. This
is not a very great difference."
"VJhere do you think the greatest progress has been made
in the field of architecture. Or. Cram?"
"i"his is easily answered - m_y interest in church building.
I'Vhen I started in it was r)retty bad. Camp followers of H.H.
Richardson, for example. There were three gooa -^othic architects
The^r v;ere copyists. There was no vitality to them. Advances
here. The Episcopal Church v/as trying to hold to the old stan-
dards. Everything else was terrible. In nevj edition, I said
som,ething was happening. Unitarian and Congregational Churches
were asking for sood architecture and good churches. r'—- t" 'rd
edition whole thing had chanced. Episcopal Church still aoing
good stuff - always did - but the great leaders novv in eccle-
siastical architecture are r.oman Catholic and Presbyterian. In
stained glass, in music, in vest^r.ents, in ceremonial, ices

are enormo'us .
"Other d:.rection 5s i.n tre way of functional architec-
ture where "ceople have core to realize it does not make se'^se
to build a steel building and stick Gothic detail on the out-
side. All over they want to express the ir.a.terials the^^ n-se.
Good scheme building departrient stores, movie houses or office
buildings in style proper for what they stand for and are to
be used for. Only trouble is the^'- have followed along after
some architects who were bound they would do something no one
had done before resulting in hideous things. Rockefeller
Center is about as bad as anything could be. The Emnire State
Eullding is about as good as it could be so that there has been
a real waking up to the honesty of construction and expression
of the function of the m.aterials that are used. That is a
real thing. For churches this is foolish. Only two churches
in this country/ have gone wrong: St. Thom.as Ariostolic Church
in Chicago; and a church in Oklahoma. Eoth Romian Catholic.
The church in Chicago is the v/orst church.
"Tl'iere are tv/o lines of real domestic work that v;ere
always pretty good. Even in 1868 it was beginning to get good.
People discovered real Colonial and English Country house and
realized Arou could not build it of materials which did not
express its function, so now they do the real thing in domestic
architecture. Until this fad for miodern work came in, it was
going well. C in Paris said^ "A house is a m.achine for
living". This is gross heresy. It is a dwelling for human

beinrs. I-odernism in domestj.c architecture is lust a fad.
Itwill pass."
"V'nat fT'ture develonrrents in architecture do jov iione forV
"This fatal heresy in church building theory that a
building built today must represent modern civilization and
modern irethods is all v/rong. T>:at v/as all right in the past
because society was a unit. Ivow there is no unity - it is
divided up into a number of catagories and we can never have a
style that can fit them. all. There is tradition, continuity
and harm.ony. In the three things that are eternal - the school
the hom.e and the church - we must preserve the sense of con-
tinuity .
"I want to see all m.odern qualities elim.inated from church
building and m.uch of it fromj domestic and realize a house is
a home and the same about a school and a college. If I were
ashed to build a laboratory in a University of Gothic buildings
I would not build a Gothic mechanical laboratory; and likewise
I would not build a library or chapel in m.echanical stjle
,
"That schools, colleges, universities and Theological
Seminaries will recognize the fact that art is a part of the
heritage of everybody, part of the culture of the race and this
is up to them - not to continue to insist upon free-hand draw-
ing but to tie the artistic history of civilization in with all
the rest of the political, social and economic history so that
the r:eople will realize that it really is up to them, -oeoDle





be a first class architect but if the Deople will not. listen
to him - V«h_at? The people have to demand good architects as
they have to demand good statesmen. It is uo to the people
in the end - they make the final decision.
"In this connection I suggest reading book being published
today - Something Spain - I can not for the moment recall the
first part. A very significant book. It is a warning of what
will come to us if we follow the same course Spain followed
•orior to 1934 - 1936. There was no unity in its society. It
broke up into territories and functional sections with no idea
of unity whatever. This is a sign of dissolution of society.
T'-^e ST'^n in this country toda^:^ is capital vs. labor. Will
L-Le X- resident bring these together? ^jve have to build a church
one way, a college another because we have no unity of convic-
tion or inspiration. Tn±s is rather unfortunate."
"Do you feel that we have any promising young architects
today, Dr. Cr-e.m_?"
"Oh, yes, the young generation of architects can promise
better than any generation I have known. The young men are
men of extraordinary ability. It will not do any good unless
people like their v/ork. 'ITrxey are there ready to do it. You
can take my word for it. I dare say there are m.ore than
tv/enty brilliant men Virith the ri^-ht view of architecture and
what it professes and of their auties and of their responsi-
bilities and brilliant in their ability in logical, stimulat-
ing and constructive design."
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Here Dr. Grsm said, "By the way, I think you better explain
in 3'"our thesis what jou mean by 'the Ivodern I-ediaevalist ' .
"l believe that during the Iviiddle Ages man had a clearer
idea of what was worth living - or dying - for than at any other
or thrn they have had sines. I think that they developed the
best system, politically, of government, practically a free mon-
archy,, and the best economic foundation for society that we have
had - much better than we have now. We can. learn much from the
i'-ediaeval Ages nov/ that will help us to get out of the present
mess we are in. I believe their foundation to be sounder than
anything we have had since. I'm not a Mediaevalist because I
love old things. iViediaevalist
,
why, I don't know that I'm one •
at all '. Ralph. Adams Cram., the Modern hediaevalist? i.^aybe








\- on Oi-den Vo^^t pays --lalph ii. . ^rarn this tribute. "'.he Hand
of Ralph Adams Cram is one of those that mjolds A.nerican culture;
v'V^ef^'^er "'-tov it or -^ot, whether v;e li^-e it or not. And that
riost consciously, -^'^e .is no timia or tentative teacher. He
perfectly knows what he is about. Others may be hazy and un-
certain; '-e -'oves V T t> the vigor of a clear philosophy of life
and of history. The stamip of his mold will not be effaced for
a lonn; time. Wn.en statesmen are forgotten and poets neglected,
his great buildings of enduring- stone will go on proclaiming
his ideals." (l)
'is buildings are principally Gothic churches. Churches,
thouai they are the m.ost interesting and one of the oldest
form.s of architecture, must be endov^red with the nev/ to be
satisfvin--; to the architect. ihis is not easy; it calls for
imagination and ingenuity. Prom the same old hj.storical and re-
ligious forms, he m.ust create a new and vital church that will
fill tve reeds of modern civilization, but not break faith with
the ola traditions.
Or. Cram, stands at the head of his nrofession because he
has been able to do just t^- * s . St. Ihom.es's Church and Calvary
in rittsburgh are examples of uis success. it is said that few -
cathedrals of iiurope will erual the Cathedral of ^t . John the
J- i vine when, it is comnleted.
(l) "Arts and Decoration" - 1926 - Von Ogden Vog1^;^^gj^3^g^j^ti
"The Art of r.alnh Adam.s Cram., Architect, Sch^larTl
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Another reason that Gram leads in his chosen field is
that he has p-ained the confidence of the people. V'e know
that a church, or for that matter any other building, which
he builds is v/ell constructed. His Gothic churches are as
near perfect organically as he can make them. They are not
steel buildings with a surface of stone. In many of them,
even the vaulting is of stone. Engineers say that St. John
the Divine is so v;ell built that it will stand for at least
tv/o thousand years.
Dr. Cram could not have accomplished the great things he m
has in his life-time if he were not heart end soul a Mediaevaldist,
Of him Mr, Tallmadge writes, "I believe the buildings erected-
owe their general plan and spirit to Cram. This plan and
i
spirit v/ere Mediaeval as far as Cram could make them. He
would have gone farther if he had been able. If the learned
doctor could have his v/ay he would have us living in walled
towns, vassals of some baron or bishop, and v/e would be
dragging the stones to the rising cathedral, yoked to wooden
carts chanting the "Dies Irae." But medicine as strong as
this, diluted with a little sober sense, was necessary to
purge the church of the hideous and false idet s of architeC'-
tural art and architectural planning that almost universally
obtained in the closing years of the nineteenth century." (1)
Because of his great interest and sympathy with Mediaeval
ideals, art, and society, he has worked untiringly for the
(1) "The Story of Architecture in America" T.Tallmadge
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revival of these standards. His influence has been vital.
He has brought the beauty of the Gothic style before the pub-
lic, not only through his great buildings, but in almost as
great a degree, through his writings and lectures.
Through these many and interesting writings and lectures,
he has brought about a renewed interest in all phases of the
Fiddle Ages: its religion, its guilds, and its minor arts.
He believes th?.t the Reformation was a mistake and the
Renaissance a great hindrance to progress. He sincerely
hopes for a return to the culture and the arts of the Middle
Ages. George H. Allen has called him the "Yankee i:ediaevalist*f
(1) The name seems a good one for him.
In spite of his sympathy with Iv'^ediaevalism, none can say
that he is other than an energetic modern American business
man. He operates a large and enterprising office at E48
Boylston Street, Boston, i/uch of the work done in his office,
he personally supervises. He is on excellent terms v/ith his
partners, draftsmen and other members of the staff. Though
he is rather quiet, aloof, and preoccupied, he has a quick
sense of humor. His actions are direct and forceful. Though
an excellent draftsman, he has done little finished sketching
in the past years. Waen he does design, he makes m^any thumb-
nail sketches in three dimensions in the margins of his plans,
Usually, he does as little sketching as possible, for, though
his profession is architecture, his hobbies are vriting and
(1) "Architectural ^orum." July 1931 George H. Allen
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lecturing, and he reserves as much time as he can for them.
He and his partners have produced more and better Gothic
churches than any others in this country. Their \vork is
always animated, but never at the cost of repose and dignity.
The firm has made itself the recognized leaders in church
architecture by quietness, confidence, and good taste.
Dr. Gram has worked for honest architecture, not sham and
mimicry of historic forms. Through his efforts many crafts-
men of the test have been trained. In later years, he has
done more and more work in the English Gothic manner, but
this is as it should be, for he has been primarily concerned
with the Episcopal Church, the aesthetic interests of which
are naturally more like those of English churches than of
churches on the continent. Episcopal churches lead in the
building of fine edifices; Presbyterian churches are next.
Other sects have made great progress in the past fev; years.
There are many new and beautiful Roman Catholic churches.
Everywhere and in every style there is a great improvemen
with a desire to m^ke detail decorative and beautiful. There
is, nevertheless, a marked degree of appreciation of fundamen-
tals and a devotion to honest construction. Buildings are
now being considered as a -..hole, not a mere selection of
parts that may be pleasing in themselves, but do not fit into
the organic whole.
Yon Ogden Togt says, '*One of the chief esthetic satisfac-
tions of Gothic is the logic, variety and daring of masonry

structure and no other kind of building- has afforded this
satisfaction in the same degree. It will be chiefly due
to him (Cram) that the future American culture v/ill have
taken up into itself the mighty mode of pure stone masonry
building." (1)
So here we have the story of his life and a survey of
the most important contributions to American architecture
made by the boy, born nearly seventy-five years ago in a
small ITew Hampshire tov/n; a boy v/ho received but a scanty
formal education, but a boy with a vision. Loyalty to that
boyish vision, the creation of an architecture for America
that should carry its message of the glory of truth, suitabili
ty, and endurance to the hearts of Americans, has never
wavered in the mind of the man, Ralph Adam^s Cram.
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